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CALL FOR PAPERS
The International Conference on Electronic Business is an affiliated conference of Association of Information
Systems. It brings together leading Electronic Business scholars in Asia and around the world. The conference
is held under the supervision of The International Consortium for Electronic Business (ICEB) editorial board and
is the top academic Electronic Business conference in the world. It brings together top researchers in
Electronic Business field and related areas within Asia and around the world to present cutting‐edge research
and exchange intellectual ideas.
The 19th International Conference on Electronic Business will be hosted by the Department of Computer and
Information Sciences at Northumbria University in Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom, and co‐sponsored
by The International Consortium for Electronic Business and International Journal of Electronic Business.
The Conference will be held in Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom on December 8‐12, 2019. The theme of
this year’s conference is Artificial Intelligence Empowered Business Processes. Information and communication
technology (ICT) has profound impact on re‐designing our environment with all the new technologies, by
transforming the connections among people, organizations, governments and communities. With the IoT as
the infrastructure and recent breakthroughs in AI algorithms. We are shifting toward the smart city age with
many major business processes are empowered, changed, or replaced by AI technology. Governments and
organizations around the world are seeking new ways to improve efficiency of services and quality of life.
Artificial Intelligence Empowered Business Processes under smart city environment as a vision responds to
such a request. In this conference, we hope to bring international scholars to explore the meaning,
applications, practices, and issues related to Artificial Intelligence Empowered Business Processes.

Submit paper: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=iceb2019
CONFERENCE THEME: Artificial Intelligence Empowered Business Processes
TOPICS OF INTEREST
The topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
 E‐business
 E‐commerce and e‐retail
 E‐supply chain management and e‐logistics
 E‐marketing, e‐consumer behaviour, e‐CRM
 Social media and social commerce
 E‐governance, policy and law
 E‐learning
 E‐healthcare
 Artificial intelligence and its applications
 Internet of Things
 Big data analytics and business intelligence
 Blockchain and smart technologies
 Web mining and recommendation systems
 Security, trust and privacy issues
 Smart cities
IMPORTANT DATES
31st August
th
15 September
15th October
15th October
1st November
1st December
8 ‐12th December
15th December
th‐

31st December














Smart homes
Smart manufacturing
Smart tourism and hospitality
Knowledge management and sharing
Strategies and models of electronic business
Co‐Creation in Electronic Business
Digital transformations in enterprises
New technology acceptance, adoption and
diffusion
E‐entrepreneurship
Cultural and social issues related to
electronic business
Virtual communities
Other related issues

Deadline for submitting papers or abstracts
Notification of acceptance for conference presentation
Presenter’s paper registration and last day of early‐bird registration
Program schedule announcement
Camera‐ready preliminary paper submissions and last day of regular
registration without late fee
Web‐posting of preliminary conference proceedings
Conference events
Submission of camera‐ready revised papers for formal conference
proceedings
Publication of formal conference proceedings

SPONSORING JOURNALS
Authors of high‐quality papers selected from the conference proceedings will be invited to submit the revised
and expanded version of their papers for reviews by the following sponsoring journals.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Electronic Commerce Research (ECR) listed in SSCI
Electronic Commerce Research and Applications (ECRA) listed in SSCI
Information & Management (I&M) listed in SSCI
International Journal of Electronic Commerce (IJEC) listed in SSCI
Internet Research (IR) listed in SSCI
Journal of Electronic Commerce Research (JECR) listed in SSCI
International Journal of Electronic Business (IJEB) listed in Scopus
International Journal of Information and Computer Security (IJICS) listed in EI/Scopus
International Journal of Internet Marketing and Advertising (IJIMA) listed in Scopus
International Journal of Internet and Enterprise Management (IJIEM) listed in Inspec
International Journal of Information Systems and Management (IJISAM) listed in Inspec
International Journal of Technology Policy and Law (IJITPL) listed in Inspec

CONTACT DETAILS
For more information about the conference, please contact:
Dr. Honglei Li, Conference Chair of ICEB 2019
Tel: +44 7958427327 / Email: honglei.li@northumbria.ac.uk

